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SSS Competitions Committee Meeting (69) 
Robert Gordon University 
14th May 2019 MINUTES - 

Meeting 69 
 

Present Apologies 
Paul McPate (PM) Chris Sellar (CS) 
Gavin Rittoo (GR) Merle Hill (MH) 
Georgia Moran (GM)  
Eve O’Loan (EO) 
Ben Philip (BP)  
Jess Barrows (JB) 

 

1. Welcome and Scene Setting 
Thank you to Robert Gordon University for hosting the meeting. PM identified that the Agenda should be 
updated to include Sector Feedback. This will be added as Agenda Point 8.  

 
2. Apologies 

CS and MH unable to attend. 
 

3. Minutes from previous meeting 
Minutes from previous meeting (68) on Tuesday 14th February 2019 were accepted as accurate. BP and 
JB provided an update on the actions via Basecamp. 
 

Matters Arising 
Catharine Horn has been working on a Volunteer Experience Project and has calculated there are 
approximately 150 volunteers in the SSS network. This has considerations for all volunteer recruitment, 
especially the Sports Chair roles led by BP. 
 
A survey has been sent to the Fixture Administrators to establish how SSS HQ can best support the BUCS 
league programme in Scotland. This will assist ongoing discussions with BUCS regarding league structures. 
 
The online SSS event calendar can be merged with any calendar which may be of use to staff and sabbatical 
officers in the SSS network. It is noted that the link should be used, rather than the ‘download’ function, to 
ensure any changes are updated and ‘live’. Any questions regarding this function should be directed to the 
SSS office. 

 

4. Event Feedback and Analysis 
JB circulated a summary report of the feedback received over the 1819 Events season. It was discussed that 
the participation numbers for each sport were not yet fully recorded at the time of writing and therefore 
direct comparisons could not yet be drawn.  

 
319 responses were received overall. The main findings were: 
- Majority of students rated their likeliness to attend a SSS event again as 4.5 out of 5  
- The ‘Friendliness of event team’ area was ranked highest as 4.49 out of 5 
- ‘Medal ceremonies’ were ranked lowest across all events at 3.82 out of 5 

 
The Committee were delighted to see such high response numbers and agreed with the 3 recommendations 
proposed by JB in the report. The Committee suggested that an investigation in to the qualitative feedback to 
establish any key aspects mentioned may help SSS support the Sports Chairs to improve their delivery. 
 
Action: JB to investigate qualitative event feedback to establish how medal ceremonies could be improved 

http://www.scottishstudentsport.com/events/
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To improve response numbers, the Committee suggested that the institutional responses could be shared to 
encourage a level of competitiveness. 
 
Action: JB to send 1819 feedback response numbers to institutions at beginning of 1920 events season to 
encourage high response rate 
 
The Committee recommended that the positive event outcomes be shared at the upcoming SSS Conference.  
 
Action: JB to talk to SSS Conference Planning Group about integrating a celebration of the 1819 event 
feedback  
 
BP advised that SSS will work towards the following KPIs for event feedback in 1920: 

- Improve the format of the survey for 1920 but ensure it remains comparable to the 1819 results 
- Achieve 500 responses which would be a 40% increase 
- Improve the ‘Medal Ceremonies’ rating to 4.0 
- Improve the ‘Pre-event Information’ rating to 4.1 
- Ensure all Tier 2 events achieve 4.0 or higher across all areas 

 
Action: JB to create a Pre-Event Information template to provide Chairs 
 

5. SSS National Team Programmes 
BP circulated a paper to the Committee in advance to discuss the challenges faced in the National Squad 
Programme delivery – which currently has 13 sports involved. It was recognized that the introduction of the 
Development and Competitions Assistant staff role has highlighted how large a task the National Squad 
Programme delivery is and how much time is required to improve it. The Committee were asked to consider 
the challenges faced and provide guidance on how best to proceed. 
 
The Committee asked the SSS staff to review the programmes against SGB opinion, to establish an 
understanding of wider value to the sporting network. The Committee also requested a summary of the 
current programmes to understand their quality. Examples of questions asked in this review may include 
“What is the current competitive outlet?” or “How much contact time does the squad receive?” 
 
Action: BP to ask Chairs to provide summary of current National Squad programmes within 4 weeks of the 
Committee Meeting 
 

6. BUCS Fixture Walkovers  
The Committee received a copy of the breakdown BUCS have provided re. the number of walkovers taken 
in the 1819 season. It was recognized that this information may assist institutions in their conversations 
with teams to emphasise the importance of honouring fixture arrangements.   Greater frequency of this 
summary information may be more beneficial, though it was recognised that it would have taken a long 
time to take this from BUCScore. It is hoped that the new Playwaze system may be better set up for this 
purpose.  
 

7. Competition Programme Finances 
BP displayed the current financial health of the Competition Programmes to the Committee, indicating that 
the traditional 10% surplus tasked to the programmes may not be the optimum percentage due to some 
sports making significant losses. BP advised the committee that certain sports in the programme benefit from 
external funding sources, such as football and golf, however entry fees are the main source of income across 
most sports. 
 
Currently the entry fees are understood to be as affordable as possible, whilst covering costs, however in 
some cases they may need to be adjusted. Examples of changes which may be made include: increasing the 
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costs or introducing blanket entry fee options (SS Rifle model) to provide entry across all events in the 
programme. 
 
The Committee asked BP to review the entry costs against SGBs and BUCS costs to find a benchmark for 1920.  
 

Action: BP to review SSS Event entry costs against SGBs and BUCS  
Action: BP to ensure Chairs are aware that a 10% (or other agreed figure) surplus is expected from 
programmes 

 
8. Sector Feedback  

a) Football Team Lines Procedures (UWS) 
UWS stated that there can often be difficulty in sourcing the white copy of football team lines to return. The 
Committee note that the white copy is required for the final score and all disciplinary information. 
 
Action: PM to thank UWS for their feedback on football team lines 
 

b) Badminton Score Breakdown (UWS) 
Due to Scotland taking part in Mixed Badminton Leagues, a separate breakdown is required in order to 
ascertain promotion. SSS have already begun conversations with BUCS on the badminton leagues in order to 
rename the leagues for greater equality and reduce the costs involved in participation.  
 
Action: PM to thank UWS for their feedback on Badminton 
 

c) Women’s Basketball National Squad Communication (St Andrews) 
As discussed under Agenda point 5 in these minutes, the National Squad Programmes are under review and 
therefore all communication pathways will be considered.  
 
Action: PM to thank St Andrews for their feedback on the SS National Basketball Squad 
 

d) National Squad Invoice Breakdown (Dundee) 
The Dropbox spreadsheet will contain a full breakdown of all National Squad fees, however BP will review the 
invoice procedure to ensure a breakdown is provided.  
 
Action: PM to thank Dundee for their feedback on National Squad invoice breakdowns 
Action: BP to review invoice breakdown procedures for National Squad 
 

e) National Squad announcement clarity (Dundee) 
The Dropbox spreadsheet will contain the finalised squad for each match and the squad will also be released 
via email. If staff members wish to receive this information, they can ask to be added to the mailing list. 
 
Action: PM to thank Dundee for their feedback on National Squad Announcement clarity 
Action: LD to add Eamonn Laird to the mailing list for National Squad announcements 
 

f)  Centralised Fixtures Communication Notice (Dundee) 
Centralised Fixture planning for 1920 is already underway with the aim to provide greater notice  
 
Action: PM to thank Dundee for their feedback on Centralised Fixtures communication 
 

9. Competitions Committee Operational Goals 
BP provided an overview of the Operational Goals. The majority of them are part of ongoing projects already 
discussed. The main actions moving forwards are listed below. 
 

Action: JB and LD to finalise participation numbers document for 1819  
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Action: JB to review format of events and identify areas with potential for growth 

 
10. AOB 

BP showed the Committee a Results Tracker document which shows how many medals were won by each 
institution across all SS sports. This information will be shared with the network, but the method has not yet 
been identified. 

 

Action: BP to consider how to best share the Results Tracker document which details all SS Medals won  
 

11. Date of Next Meeting and Close 
The 1920 Competitions Committee will be elected at the SSS AGM on Thursday 13th June 2019. SSS thank 
everyone for their contributions to the Committee this year. 

 

Action Points Owner Due 
Determine feasibility of combining ladder matches and CNF qualifiers together JB August 
Streamline recruitment and training procedure for Sport Chairs – with CH BP Ongoing 

Produce  feasibility  study  for  taking  over  from  BUCS  leagues  2A  and  below  - 
ONGOING 

BP 
Ongoing 

Discuss  capacity  for  non-members  participants  with  Sport  Chairs  for  each SSS 
competition - ONGOING 

JB 
Ongoing 

Set up an Enquiry Tracker  LD August 

Work with Keith on the design of a weekly update Mailchimp newsletter  
JB 

June 

Factor ideas for growing the SS Games over next 3 years in to planning JB and BP Ongoing 

Consider scheduling an ‘announcement weekend’ in to the National Squad 
programmes 

LD and BP August 

Initiate network-review of Swimming and Water Polo league structures prior to 
Semester 1 2019/20 

BP 
June 

Review spread of Ultimate fixtures ahead of next year LD June 

Review procedures involved with centralised fixture schedule changes LD and BP June 

Review current entry processes and establish elements of proposal that can be 
adopted with regards to entry in future 

BP and JB July 

Investigate qualitative event feedback to establish how medal ceremonies could be 
improved 

JB August 

Send 1819 feedback response numbers to institutions at beginning of 1920 events 
season to encourage high response rate 

JB August 

Talk to SSS Conference Planning Group about integrating a celebration of the 1819 
event feedback 

JB May 

Create a Pre-Event Information template to provide Chairs JB August 

Ask Chairs to provide summary of current National Squad programmes (4 weeks) BP June 

Review SSS Event entry costs against SGBs and BUCS BP August 

Thank all institutions who provided feedback to the Committee (UWS, St Andrews 
and Dundee) 

PM June 

Review invoice breakdown procedures for National Squad BP August 

Add Eamonn Laird to the mailing list for National Squad announcements LD June 

Finalise participation numbers document for 1819 JB and LD June 

Review format of events and identify areas with potential for participation growth JB July 

Consider how to share Results Tracker document which details all SS Medals won 
 

BP June 

Ensure Chairs are aware of the programme surplus requirement  BP August 

 


